ALWAYS HAVE EYES????

With such advancements in technology it is now possible to have eyes any and everywhere at any time.

You can monitor a compound and have footage to hold perpetrators accountable for their actions.

You can also view your home or business when not on site, in a different location as far as a completely different country.

Technology has allowed us to have viewing quality so clear you can identify face or even car plates.

Now is the time to take advantage of all these amazing advancements.

VIDEO RECORDERS

These devices record the footage in order for playback if needed.
This is where the HDDs are located which is capable of recording video and audio files.
There are 2 types of video recorders; (Digital)DVR or (Network) NVR each which it own advantages.
These devices are now capable of recording footage in 1080p resolutions, and is equiped with a High Definition Multimedia Interface output.

SYSTEM COMPOSITION:

CCTV Systems can be customized to fit an individual need and so the number of pieces per system will vary. Systems consist of:

- Video Recorder w/ Hard Drive
- Cameras
- Wiring/Cables
- Connectors
- Monitor
- Accessories
- Internet connection (to get optimal use of the system)
CCTV SYSTEMS

CAMERAS
Choosing the right camera is important to any CCTV system. There are many types of cameras that can be used, each with its own Function/Features. The locations and placements of these cameras are also important, to make sure you see the important stuff and to make sure your system in not open to external interference.

There are:
- Bullet
- Domes
- PTZ (Pan Tilt Zoom) Camera

Features:
- Outdoor (Tamper proof)
- Indoor
- Stationary lenses
- Varifocal lenses
- Infra red capabilities
- 1080p Video Frame Rate and many more.

OFFSITE VIEWING
This feature comes in handy when you want to keep an eye on things at any time. With an internet connection supplied to the Video Recorder and with the use of an app on a cellphone or tablet, and a browser on a PC or laptop, you can view anytime from any where.

ADDITIONAL
The type of wire used and securing these wires, Should always be a priority to ensure longevity of a system. Proper installation techniques is also key to ensure avoid any sort of interference.